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Missouri Union Military Scrip Portraits; Follow Up
by Steve Whitfield

I WAS PLEASED TO SEE RON HORSTMAN'S
1.NOTICE of discovery of the identified portrait of William
S. Moseley, Missouri State Auditor, whose likeness was por-
trayed on the $1 denomination of Union Military Scrip.
Turns out that the Kansas State Historical Society was correct
in this identification, back in 1886. Now if Ron can just turn
up one of the $50 denomination notes, we can try to identify
whomever is on that note. I had hoped that the plate might
surface in the ABNCo holdings but apparently no such luck.
We'll keep looking.

SPMC member Fred Marchkoff wrote a series published
in The Numismatist (September, November, and December
issues of 1962) titled "Gallery of Civil War Generals." The
articles reported results of his research in attempting to identi-
fy military (mostly General Officer) portraits on obsolete bank
notes and scrip. He included several of the Missouri Union
Military Bonds and Defence Warrants. He was baffled on the
$5 Defence Warrant and speculated that the subject was either
Gen. Franz Siegel, or Gen. Grenville Dodge. While the por-
trait bears some resemblance to Gen. Siegel, there is none
whatsoever to Gen. Dodge. I had concluded that the
portrait was of Gen. Robert Allen and remain convinced
of that identification.

Fred identified the portrait on the $10 Defence
Warrant as that of Gen. Isaac Fitzgerald Shepard.
Gen. Shepard has the appropriate Missouri biography,
and his portrait, available on the WWVV, bears a consid-
erable resemblance to the portrait on the Warrant.
However; I maintain
that the intended sub-

articles was a portrait of Missouri Governor Thomas Fletcher;
elected to succeed Willard Hall after Hall died.

Mr. Marchkoff also took a stab at portraits on a couple of
the Missouri Union Military Bonds, including the $1 and $10
denominations. He missed the $1 completely, offering up two
candidates; Thomas Fletcher and Gen. Lew Wallace. The
note portrait bears some resemblance to these two men but
the subject on the $1 has been positively identified as William
S. Mosely by Ron Horstman's discovery of the labeled portrait
from ABNCo. The mistake that Marchkoff made, along with
many later writers, was in assuming that these bonds were
intended to honor military men, Generals; when their real
intent was to recognize politicians who had contributed to the
Union cause. While some of them saw limited military ser-
vice, their main contributions were political. The portrait on
the $10 bond was correctly identified as Frank Blair. The
emphasis should have been on "Politician" Blair, rather than

"General" Blair.
There are still questions about these

notes that require more research dis-
coveries. For example, does the
enacting legislation that authorized
the Defence Warrants and the
Union Military Bonds still exist?
And if so, does it identify the
intended portraits? And who has

seen one of the $50 Union Military
Bonds? We'll keep looking.

ject was Gen. Joe
Bailey. Unfortunately
Mr. Marchkoff did not
include any research
evidence to support his
conclusions.

There is no dis-
agreement on the $20
and $50 Warrant
denominations. Gen.
Pope and Governor
Hall match their por-
traits just about per-
fectly. A bonus in the
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MACERATED MONEY
Wanted information on U.S. Chopped up Money.

RARE, FREE MASCERATED POSTCARD FOR USEFUL INFORMATION
Who made the items, where sold, and anything of interest.

Also I am a buyer of these items. Top Prices paid.

Bertram M. Cohen, 169 Marlborough St., Boston, MA 02116-1830
E-mail: Marblebert@aol.com
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